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Abstract

A controllable computer animated avatar that could be used as a natural user interface for computers is demonstrated. Driven by text and emotion input, it generates expressive speech with corresponding facial movements. To create the avatar, HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis is combined with active appearance model (AAM)-based facial animation. The novelty is the degree of control achieved over the expressiveness of both the speech and the face while keeping the controls simple. Controllability is achieved by training both the speech and facial parameters within a cluster adaptive training (CAT) framework. CAT creates a continuous, low dimensional eigenspace of expressions, which allows the creation of expressions of different intensity (including ones more intense than those in the original recordings) and combining different expressions to create new ones. Results on an emotion-recognition task show that recognition rates given the synthetic output are comparable to those given the original videos of the speaker.

Index Terms: visual speech synthesis, expressive and controllable speech synthesis

1. Introduction

For decades, the keyboard and mouse have been the dominant input interfaces to computers and information systems. More recently, touch screen interaction has become ubiquitous, particularly in the domain of mobile devices where screen space is at a premium. Speech interfaces provide an alternative natural interface, however the challenge remains to achieve sufficiently high performance and naturalness in order for most users to view speech as an alternative or complementary input modality. In our quest for the next generation user interfaces, we treat audio-visual communication as a core component. In this work we focus on the synthesis aspect of such a system but we expect future interfaces to be equipped with more cognitive abilities, sensing the user and the environment.

By combining speech and face synthesis, so-called visual speech synthesis, interaction with computers will become more similar to interacting with another person. Expressiveness is an important aspect of any direct interaction between people. The expressions convey additional information to the listener beyond the spoken words. Without expression the interaction may become unnatural and even tedious. It is therefore important that a user interface must be able to handle expressiveness if it is to succeed. While systems exist that produce high quality avatars for neutral speech \cite{1, 10, 12}, adding controllable

expressions is still challenging \cite{6}. Figure 1 shows our controllable expressive visual text-to-speech synthesiser. The results can be best appreciated in a video, e.g. \cite{13, 14, 15, 16}.

2. System

The key technology behind the talking head is cluster adaptive training (CAT) \cite{2, 4, 5}. It enables flexible control over the expressiveness of both the voice and the face. CAT extends the speech synthesis approach based on hidden Markov models (HMMs). Training of a CAT model requires the collection of a speech and video corpus, where sentences are spoken with a number of different emotions. In addition to a neutral style, our corpus includes angry, happy, sad, tender and fearful expressions. Figure 2 shows an illustration of the facial expressions for each emotion. To model the face, we modify standard active appearance models (AAM) \cite{8}, which model shape and texture variation with relatively few parameters. Novel extensions to the AAM incorporate blink and pose states to reduce the artifacts of synthesised sequences \cite{1}. The AAM model parameterises the entire face with 17 dimensional vectors. The speech is parameterised using 45 dimensional Mel-cepstral coefficients, log-F0, 25 Bark-scale band aperiodicities and 19 phase parameters yielding a complex cepstrum representation \cite{3}. First and second time derivatives are added. The face parameters are upsampled using cubic interpolation augmented with first order time derivatives and combined with the speech

![Figure 1: Visual text-to-speech interface. (left) The face is represented using an extension of a 2D Active Appearance Model, a statistical model of shape and texture. (right) The expression can be controlled with a set of continuous sliders.](image-url)
parameters. A CAT model is trained on the combined features. Figure 3 shows the structure of a CAT model consisting of several clusters (six in this case). The basic idea is that the means of the distributions are defined as a linear combination of the means from each cluster. The clusters and the corresponding interpolation weights required for each emotion are all learned as part of the CAT training algorithm. By combining the clusters using the weights learned during training, we can produce the speech and face parameters for each of the expressions in the training set. The interpolation weights can be interpreted as a “space of emotions” with each of the clusters as the bases of the space. By moving around this space we can control the expressiveness in the synthesised speech and face model and so we can produce attenuated or exaggerated versions of the emotions and to “mix” together different emotions to create new emotions not seen in the training. For example, a combination of fear and anger and increased speed produces a panic expression. By training on both speech and facial parameters we guarantee that the face will always be synchronised with the speech, both in terms of lip movement and the chosen emotion (although it is still possible to decouple the two, e.g. sad speech with angry face). The resulting visual speech synthesis is driven entirely from input text and the emotion weight parameters.

3. Performance

The system has been evaluated in two ways [1]:

**Emotion recognition study.** Results of an emotion recognition experiment are shown in figure 4. Twenty people were asked to identify the emotions depicted in the original audio/video and the synthetic audio/video. The average recognition rates were 73% for the original audio/video, 77% for synthetic audio/video. Recognition rates for synthetic data are

![Figure 2: Examples of facial expressions synthesised by the model. The proposed model can generate different expressions during speech. (top) neutral, tender, happy, (bottom) sad, afraid, angry.](image)

![Figure 3: Schematic of Cluster Adaptive Training. The clusters in CAT form the bases of an emotion-space, and the weights \( \lambda_i \) are the coordinates. Subtle, extreme and new combined expressions are achieved by moving around the space.](image)

![Figure 4: Emotion recognition study. Recognition rates in percent for real video cropped to the face and for the synthesised avatar. In each case 10 sentences in each emotion were evaluated by 20 people.](image)

![Figure 5: Comparative user study. Users rated the realism of sample sentences generated using different systems on a scale 1 to 5 where higher values are more realistic. The expressiveness range refers to the level of emotions evaluated.](image)
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